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ABSTRACT

The identification of cis-regulatory modules (CRMs)
can greatly advance our understanding of eukaryo-
tic regulatory mechanism. Current methods to pre-
dict CRMs from known motifs either depend on
multiple alignments or can only deal with a small
number of known motifs provided by users. These
methods are problematic when binding sites are not
well aligned in multiple alignments or when the
number of input known motifs is large. We thus
developed a new CRM identification method
MOPAT (motif pair tree), which identifies CRMs
through the identification of motif modules, groups
of motifs co-ccurring in multiple CRMs. It can iden-
tify ‘orthologous’ CRMs without multiple align-
ments. It can also find CRMs given a large number
of known motifs. We have applied this method to
mouse developmental genes, and have evaluated
the predicted CRMs and motif modules by microar-
ray expression data and known interacting motif
pairs. We show that the expression profiles of the
genes containing CRMs of the same motif module
correlate significantly better than those of a random
set of genes do. We also show that the known inter-
acting motif pairs are significantly included in
our predictions. Compared with several current
methods, our method shows better performance in
identifying meaningful CRMs.

INTRODUCTION

Identifying cis-regulatory modules (CRMs) is an impor-
tant problem in this postgenomic era. CRMs are short
DNA regions of a few hundred base pairs that contain
multiple transcription factor-binding sites (TFBSs). It is
estimated that there are five-to-ten times as many CRMs
in a genomes as there are genes (1). In high eukaryotes,
CRMs instead of individual TFBSs often determine the

spatial temporal expression patterns of neighboring genes.
Therefore, identification of the CRMs is important not
only for the understanding of gene transcriptional regula-
tion but also for the annotation of high eukaryotic
genomes.

However, to identify CRMs in high eukaryotes is chal-
lenging. The difficulty lies in the following two facts. First,
the possible residing regions of the CRMs in one gene can
be as long as thousands of base pairs or even hundreds of
thousands of base pairs. Second, the TFBSs are in general
6–14 bp long and there is some degeneracy at almost every
position of the TFBSs of a transcription factor (TF).
Thus, if we scan a DNA sequence even with one known
motif, we will obtain many false motif hits; if we scan a
sequence with a large number of known motifs, we will
find motif hits at nearly every position of the sequence,
which is full of false ones.

In the past several years, a number of computational
approaches for CRM identification have been developed
(2–12). Of them, those with high degrees of success are
based on known motifs, represented by position weight
matrices (PWMs). There are two types of methods based
on known PWMs. The first type predicts CRMs from a
small set of known PWMs that are expected to form
a motif module (6,7,13–16). Here, a motif module is a
group of motifs with instances co-occurring in many
CRMs. The second type (9) depends on multiple sequence
alignments to predict CRMs from a large set of PWMs,
such as all motifs deposited in Transfac database (17,18).
In practice, it is often difficult to provide the motifs in a
motif module since most motif modules are unknown. On
the other hand, TFBSs are so short that the counterpart
TFBSs in orthologous sequences are often not aligned in
multiple sequence alignments. Thus, many CRMs can be
missed by the current computational CRM identification
methods based on known PWMs.

Here, we developed a new method, motif pair tree
(MOPAT) that identifies CRMs from known PWMs.
Our method can handle a large number of input motifs.
It does not rely on the multiple sequence alignments
either. The major difference between our method and the
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published methods is that we predict CRMs through the
identification of motif modules, while many current CRM
prediction methods predict CRMs in one region indepen-
dently from other regions. The identification of a motif
module, the recurrent combination of motifs shared by
many CRMs, greatly improves the accuracy of CRM pre-
dictions. By applying this method to mouse developmental
genes, we found many motif modules that significantly
overlap with known interacting motifs. We also found
that the expression profiles of genes containing CRMs of
the same motif modules significantly correlate better than
those of random genes do. Compared with several avail-
able CRM identification methods based on known motifs,
our method shows better performance in identifying motif
modules. The software based on our method can be freely
downloaded from the following link http://evolution.
compbio.iupui.edu/li/page/software.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Transfac motifs and upstream sequences of mouse
developmental genes

All 522 vertebrate PWMs from Transfac 9.2 (17,18) was
extracted for the CRM analysis. Pseudo counts are intro-
duced to regularize these PWMs, as is described
subsequently.

The mouse developmental genes are obtained from three
sources: (i) those annotated with GO:0032502 (devel-
opmental process); (ii) those annotated by the offspring
of GO:0032502 and (iii) those with their orthologs in
other 10 species (human, rat, dog, chicken, frog, fugu, zeb-
rafish, nematode, sea squirt and fly) annotated with
GO:0032502 or the offspring of GO:0032502. The 5-kb
long noncoding sequences around the transcription start
sites (TSS) of the mouse developmental genes are extracted
from Ensembl website (http://www.ensembl.org/biomart/,
release 46) by BioMart software (19) according to the
Ensembl gene IDs. If the annotated gene start codon is
within 2.5 kb of the TSS, we only use the sequence from
the�2 kb position to the start codon. The repeat sequences
in these 5-kb long sequences are masked by RepeatMasker
software (http://www.repeatmasker.org). The reason that
we apply our method to mouse is that there are many
mouse developmental microarray data available for the
validation of our predicted CRMs and motif modules.

Score of a DNA segment given a PWM

Score ða segment of length dÞ ¼
Xd

i¼1

log
fðb,iÞ

fðbÞ

where fðbÞ is the average frequency of nucleotide b in the
above mouse developmental gene upstream sequences,
fðb,iÞ is the frequency of nucleotide b at position i
of the motif PWM under consideration, d is the width of
the motif. A pseudo count 0.375 has been added to all the
computation of frequency, as was used by Claverie and
Audie (20).

Identification of candidate motif hits in each sequence

We scan the nonrepetitive regions of each sequence to
identify hits of each of the known motifs, using the
above defined log-likelihood ratio score. We first compute
the nucleotide distribution in the above developmental
gene sequences, and produce a 100-kb long random
sequence with the same nucleotide distribution. We then
compute the score of every motif at each position of the
random sequence to obtain the score distribution of the
motif. Finally, for every motif, we take the 99.99% quar-
tile of the score distribution of this motif as the score
cutoff of this motif.
Some motifs may have the tendency to occur together,

merely due to the similarity of their PWMs. To deal with
it, many software predicting CRMs (7,14,15,21,22) or pre-
dicting interacting motif pairs (23–25) require that the
motifs do not overlap with each other. Similarly, we
require that the start positions of any two motif hits
must be separated by at least 4 bp, which is also used by
Sharan et al. (28). We sorted the motif hits of candidate
motifs by their start positions and deleted the overlapped
motif hits based on following rule: when the start positions
of two motif hits are <4 bp, the motif hit with the lower
score will be discarded.

Identification of CRMs and motif modules
in a motif pair tree

We define the following parameters in our method. Kmin

and Kmax are the minimum number and the maximum
number of motifs in a motif module, respectively. The
w is the allowed maximal length of a CRM. The g is
the required minimal number of genes that contain the
instances of a motif module.
Our method carries out the following three steps to

identify CRMs and motif modules: First, we extract the
motif pair information from the motif hits by hashing.
The motif pair information includes which two motifs
have motif hits co-occurring within a w-bp window and
how many sequences contain the instances of such
co-occurring motif pairs. For every such motif pair, we
also store the list of the gene names where the correspond-
ing sequences contain instances of both motifs in the motif
pair. For example, in seq1, assuming pos1 is the start
position of the motif m6 hit and pos2 is the end position
of the motif m0 hit, m6 and m0 form a motif pair since
pos2–pos1 is less than w. Therefore, we add the gene name
seq1 to the gene list of m6m0. Please note that seq1 is
added to the gene list of m6m0 just one time no matter
how many times m6m0 occurs in seq1 (Figure 1b). After all
sequences are analyzed, we scan the hash table to delete
the motif pairs that occur in less g genes and modify the
motif degree accordingly. For every motif in the remaining
motif pairs, we then store the motif degree, which is the
number of the distinct motifs that form motif pair with
this motif under consideration. For example, in Figure 1a,
the motif degree for motif m4 is one, because motif pair
m4m3 occur in no less than g=2 genes. In the following,
motifs always mean those in the motif pairs that occur in
at least g genes.
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Second, we construct a motif pair tree and output
potential motif modules. We define the motif degree of a
node in the motif pair tree as the motif degree of the motif
represented by the node. We first take null as the root
node of the tree. We then construct a node for every
motif as a child node of the root node. Here and in the
following, the child nodes of a node are always sorted
from left to right with the increment of the motif degree.
For every leaf node in the current tree, we then take every
other node with higher motif degree as its child nodes, if
the motif with higher motif degree and the motif repre-
sented by the leaf node under consideration form motif
pairs at the first step. We repeat this procedure until no
child node can be added to any current leaf nodes. For
instance, the tree in Figure 1c is the motif pair tree for the
motif hits in Figure 1a. It is obvious that any path in the
motif pair tree starting from the root is a potential motif
module. Each potential motif module is represented by
and only by one path of the motif pair tree. In practice,
we will construct the motif pair tree in a depth-first
format. We will also add a gene list to each node when
we construct a path of the motif pair tree. The gene list of

a child node is a subset of the gene list of its parent nodes.
Taking the path null–m1–m2–m3–m0 in Figure 1c as an
example, the gene list of the node m0 is the set of genes
that contain instances of motif pairs m1m2, m1m3, m1m0,
m2m3, m2m0, and m3m0. With the gene list for each node,
we can also stop to extend a path to include a node if the
number of the genes in its gene list is less than g, which
increases the efficiency of our method. In this way, we only
need to store one branch of the tree at one time, which
enables our method to handle a large number of known
motifs and the input gene noncoding sequences.

Third, we check whether the potential motif modules
really have instances in at least g genes. For each motif
module, we check the genes in its gene list one by one
to see whether the motif module can be found in the
genes. For each gene, we scan sequence to see whether
any w-bp window contains hits of all motifs of the poten-
tial motif module. The gene is claimed to contain instances
of the motif module if such a w-bp window exists. A motif
module is output if the number of genes containing
instances of this motif module is no less than g. The
w-bp windows that contain instances of this motif
module in these genes are the CRMs of this motif module.

Statistical evaluation

We use Poisson clump heuristic to compute the P-value of
a motif module, with the assumption that each motif
occurs independently according to a Poisson process
(26). Independent motif occurrence is assumed by many
CRM identification methods to analyze the significance of
a motif cluster or CRM (13,27,28).

Let N be the total number of motifs, G be the total
number of sequences, L be the average length of sequence
and �k be the rate parameter of the Poisson process for the
motif k. Suppose m1, m2, . . . , mn is a motif module with
instances co-occurring in g sequences. For each position of
a sequence, the probability that mi occurs is �mi. For a
window covering this position and containing mi, the
probability that instances of other n � 1 motifs occur at
least one time is

Q
1�j�n, j 6¼i ð1� e�w�mj Þ. Therefore, the

probability that this motif module occurs in this sequence
is bound by,

Pc ¼ 2L�
Xn

i¼1

�mi

Y

1�j�n, j6¼i

ð1� e�w�mj Þ

The probability that this motif module occur in at least
g sequences is,

Pgc ¼ 1�
Xg�1

k¼0

C
k
G P

k
c ð1� PcÞ

ðG�kÞ

N motifs can produce C n
N different motif clusters contain-

ing n distinct motifs. So if we take 0.05 as the significance
level, after Bonferroni correction for multiple compari-
sons, the probability that we can find a motif module
containing n distinct motifs and occurring in no less
than g sequences, Pgc, should be smaller than

0:05=C n
N

Figure 1. Construction of motif pair tree. (A) Motif hits of ten motifs
in eight sequences. The motifs can overlap with each other as long as
their start positions are separated by at least 4 bp. The motifs in the
same box are all paired with each other. (B) Motifs and their paired
motif list. The number in the parenthesis is the number of the genes
that contain instances of the motif pair. (C) Motif pair tree. Each node
in motif pair tree represents a motif. Each path in the motif pair tree
represents a potential motif module.
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RESULTS

We developed a method and software, MOPAT, to search
for CRMs and motif modules in DNA sequences.
MOPAT includes two parts. The first part, written by
C++, takes a set of sequences in FASTA format and a
set of motifs in count-matrix format as input to predict the
hits of motifs in the input sequences. The second part,
written by Perl, takes the set of motif hits as input to
find CRMs and motif modules.

Given a set of sequences, a set of motifs and a motif
probability cutoff, the number of predicted motif modules
and the running time of MOPAT are mainly influenced by
two factors: the window size cutoff w and the gene number
cutoff g. The larger the w and the smaller the g, the more
motif modules we can find and the more time required to
run the program. Our program also allows the user to set
the minimum and maximum number of motifs in a motif
module. The constraint by these two parameters can
further improve the speed of program. When using our
program, the user can set a loose parameter set (such
as w=200, g=20) and spend more time to identify as
many motif modules as possible; or they can set a strin-
gent parameter set (such as w=100, g=20) and spend
less time to identify only the motif modules with high
significance.

We have applied MOPAT to the 5-kb long sequences
around the TSS of the 5530 mouse developmental genes
by using the following parameters: P=0.0001, w=200,
g=20, Kmin=3 and Kmax=8. We use 3 as the minimum
number of motifs allowed in a motif module, since motif
modules composing of only two motifs occur very fre-
quently. We use window size as 200 bp and gene number
as 20 to ensure most predicted motif modules are signifi-
cant according to our analysis above. With these para-
meters, we have predicted 144 490 motif modules, which
cover 494 motifs and 5492 genes (Supplementary data).
Taking 0.05 as the Bonferroni corrected P-value cutoff,
we divide the predicted motif modules into two parts
according to the significance. The first part, Result I, con-
tains all the motif modules with Bonferroni corrected
P< 0.05. The second part, Result II, contains the rest
motif modules. Result I contains 33 361 motif modules,
which cover 489 distinct motifs and 5486 distinct genes.
Result II contains 111 129 motif modules, which cover 471
motifs and 5491 genes. Our analyses in the following are
based on the two groups of predictions. Note that many
motif modules in Result II are also significant although
their Bonferroni corrected P-values are >0.05.

Validate predicted CRMs and motif modules by
expression data

We attempt to validate our predicted motif modules by
using microarray expression data here. This validation
strategy has been used in the previous study to support
the predicted motif modules in upstream 1-kb regions by
other group (28). The basic assumption of this validation
strategy is that the genes containing the instances of the
same motif module should have more similar expression
patterns. That is, the CRMs with the same combination of

the motifs will control similar temporal spatial expression
patterns (29,30).
Three microarray datasets have been downloaded

from GEO database (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/):
mouse epididymis development (GDS2202), mouse ovary
development (GDS2203) and mouse cochlear nucleus
postnatal development (GDS2144). We have evaluated
our results by using the three microarray datasets respec-
tively, and the performance of our method is similar
for different microarray datasets. Therefore, we will use
GDS2202 as an example to show the quality of our pre-
dicted motif modules.
As the previous study (28), we first calculate the

Pearson’s correlation coefficient to measure the similarity
of the gene expression. Note that some genes may have
multiple expression measurements, and there are multiple
similarities between each pair of these genes. In this case,
we take the maximal one as the expression similarity of the
gene pair. In the following, we justify the significance of
the predicted motif modules from two different aspects.
In the first way, we first extract all gene pairs in

GDS2202 and compute the expression similarity of gene
pairs, and draw the histogram of these similarities. We call
this distribution the background distribution. The back-
ground distribution is like a normal distribution, with 0.14
as the mean (Figure 2a). The nonzero mean shows that the
dataset is not completely random and some genes coex-
pressed with each other. We next extract the gene pairs
containing the CRMs of the same motif modules in our
predicted results and calculate the expression similarities
of gene pairs. We first calculate the similarities of expres-
sion profiles of gene pairs in every gene set containing
instances of same motif modules and then plot the histo-
gram of these similarities from all gene sets (Figures 2b
and 3c). It can be seen from Figure 2b and c, relative to
the background, the distributions of the expression simi-
larity of the genes containing instances of the same motif
modules are apparently skew toward to the high correla-
tion end. The mean expression similarity of the genes con-
taining instances of the same motif modules from Result I
is 0.31, higher than that from Result II, 0.27. The mean
similarities from Result I and Result II are both signifi-
cantly higher than that from the background distribution,
0.14 (P< 0.0001 by t-test). Note that 39.7 and 14.5%
of the mean similarities of the expression of the genes
containing instances of our predicted motif modules in
Result I and Result II are higher than that of the typical
example in ref. (28), 0.341, respectively, although Sharan
et al. make use of the prior biological knowledge and
the sequence conservation information to identify motif
modules.
In the second way, we first construct two groups of

random gene sets from GDS2202, Random I and
Random II, such that Random I and Random II have
the same distribution of the size of the gene sets in
Result I and Result II, respectively. For instance, the per-
centage of gene sets containing 25 genes are 4.4% in
both Result I and Random I. Random I includes 166
805 (33 361� 5) gene sets, and Random II includes 555
645 (111 129� 5) gene sets, five times as many gene sets
as that in Result I and Result II, respectively. We next
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calculate the median gene pair expression similarity in
each gene set in Random I and Random II, and draw
the histogram of the median similarities, respectively
(Figure 3a and b). For Random I, only 5% of median
similarities are higher than 0.263, and for Random II,
only 5% of median similarities are higher than 0.277.
We thus take 0.263 and 0.277 as threshold to define the
significant motif modules in Result I and Result II, respec-
tively. Under such significance levels, 31 125 of 33 361
motif modules (93%) of Result I are significant
(Figure 3c), and 76 641 of 1 11 129 motif modules (69%)
of Result II are significant (Figure 3d).

Validate predicted CRMs and motif modules by
experimentally verified composite regulatory elements
in Transfac

Composite regulatory elements or composite elements
(CEs) contain two closely located TFBSs of two different
TFs and represent minimal functional units that provide
combinatorial transcriptional regulation. Both factor–
DNA and factor–factor interactions contribute to the
function of CE (31,32). In the past decades, many CEs
have been experimentally verified and deposited in
public databases. These CE can be used to verify the pre-
dicted motif modules.

In Transfac database, CE is represented as interacting
factors. If some TFs interact with certain factor TF0, then
we can find these TFs from TF0’s interacting factors in
Transfac database. We have thus extracted the TF inter-
acting information for each TF from the Transfac data-
base and translated them into motif pairs according to
the map between TF and PWMs. We call the motif pair
as CE motif pair if the two factors that bind the two
motifs interact with each other. In total, 2515 vertebrate
CE motif pairs are found in Transfac database, after
the motif pairs consisting of the same motif PWM are
removed.

Without considering the order of the motifs, the
predicted 144 490 motif modules above contain 27 546 dis-
tinct motif pairs, of which 625 are CE motif pairs. In
detail, 33 361 motif modules in Result I contain 15 263
distinct motif pairs, of which 440 are CE motif pairs;
111 129 motif modules in Result II contain 22 479 distinct
motif pairs, of which 481 are CE motif pairs. Our results
only contain a small part of CE motif pair, which may be
due to the following facts. First, we only analyzed mouse
genes here, while the CE motif pairs are from many verte-
brates. Second, we only analyzed developmental genes in
mouse, which account for <20% of the total mouse genes.
Third, not all the CE motif pairs in Transfac database
require the physical binding of the TFs with DNA in
order to interact. On the other hand, although not all
CE motif pairs are included in our predictions, our pre-
dicted motif modules still significantly overlap with the CE
motif pairs. The significance of the overlap between the
CE motif pairs and our predicted result can be tested by a
hypergeometric distribution:

PðN,M, n,mÞ ¼ 1�
Xm�1

t¼0

Ct
M Cn�t

N�M

CM
N

:

Figure 2. Histogram of the expression similarities of gene pairs.
(A) Expression similarity of gene pairs in GDS2202, average=0.14.
(B and C) Expression similarity of gene pairs containing instances of
the same motif modules in Results I and II, mean=0.31 and 0.27,
respectively.
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Here, N=522� (522� 1)/2=135 981 is the total number
of distinct motif pairs constituted by 522 vertebrate
motifs; M=2515 is the number of CE motif pairs depos-
ited in Transfac database; n is the number of distinct motif
pairs included in our predicted motif modules; m is the
number of CE motif pairs included in our predicted motif
modules. The P-value of observing so many CEmotif pairs
in all 144 490 motif modules, 33 361 motif modules in
Result I and 111 129 motif modules in Result II is PA

(135 981, 2515, 27 546, 625)=2.29� 10�9, PI (135 981,
2515, 15 263, 440)=1.32� 10�21 and PII (135 981, 2514,
22 479, 481)=5.00� 10�5, respectively (Table 1).

An example of the predicted motif modules

To further show that the predicted CRMs and motif mod-
ules make sense, here we give an example of the predicted
CRMs of a motif module. This motif module comprises

three motifs, M00380, M00423 and M00724, which corre-
sponds to the TF Pax4, Fox-j2 and hepatocyte nuclear
factor-3alpha (Hnf-3a), respectively (Figure 4).
The three TFs all involve in the metabolism process.

Pax4 is a well-known diabetes-linked TF, and plays an
important role in diabetes-related metabolism process
(33–37). Fox-j2 belongs to the forkhead TF family,
a large gene family known for their key function in

Figure 3. Histogram of the median expression similarity of gene pairs in gene sets. (A) 166 805 random gene sets generate from the same distribution
of the size of the gene sets in Result I. The 95% quartile of this histogram is 0.263. (B) 555 645 random gene sets generate from the same distribution
of the size of the gene sets in Result II. The 95% quartile of this histogram is 0.277. (C) 33 361 target gene sets of the predicted motif modules in
Result I. Ninety-three percent of the target genes have a median gene pair expression similarity larger than 0.263. (D) 111 129 target gene sets from
the predicted motif modules in Result II. Sixty-nine percent of the target genes have a median gene pair expression similarity larger than 0.277.

Table 1. Significance of proportion of CE motif pairs in predicted

motif modules

Result N M n m P

I 135 981 2515 15 263 440 1.32E-21
II 135 981 2515 22 479 481 5E-5
I+ II 135 981 2515 27 546 625 2.29E-09

See text for the meaning of N, M, n and m.
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development and metabolism (38). It has been reported
that the deregulation of the forkhead family genes can
lead to congenital disorders, diabetes mellitus or carcino-
genesis (39). Hnf3 (also known as Fox-a2) is also a
member of the forkhead TF family, and functions in
diabetes-related metabolism (40,41).
There are 21 genes containing instances of this motif

module. Our GO analysis demonstrates 19 of them
relate to cellular metabolism (GO:0044237). Further anal-
ysis indicates that a majority of them relate to diabetes.
Ten of them are annotated to be related to diabetes in past
literature: ctnnb1 (42,43), tgfbr1 (44), prox1 (45), bmp4
(46), mcm6 (47), pou2f1 (48), hspa5 (49), Nr4a3 (50),
cdk5 (51,52) and hdac6 (53). Five of the rest, lcor,
pcgf2, htatip, dzip1l and rere locate in a region that has
been implicated in susceptibility to type 1 diabetes (54).
Lrrk2, hand2, vprbp, tcf21, sertad2 and hist1h1b, which
are not well annotated, may represent the unknown genes
related to diabetes as well.

Compare our method with other methods

We compared MOPAT with three popularly used meth-
ods, Cbust (http://zlab.bu.edu/cluster-buster/cbust.html),
Compel (http://compel.bionet.nsc.ru/FunSite/Compel
PatternSearch.html) and Dire (http://dire.dcode.org/).
These three methods can be classified into two groups
according to the input data. Cbust and Compel, belong
to the first group. Cbust takes a set of sequences and a set
of candidate motifs as input to predict CRMs. Compel
takes a sequence set as input, then it uses the CE motif
pair information deposited in TRANScompel database to
predict CRMs. Dire belongs to the second group that
takes a list of gene names as input.

To compare our method with the methods in the first
group, we generate random sequences with implanted
CRMs. We use random sequences rather than real
sequences because it is difficult to know what motif mod-
ules and CRMs may be contained in real sequences. We
first generate 10 motif modules, with the motifs randomly

Figure 4. One example of the predicted recurrent motif modules.
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selected from the 522 vertebrate motifs and the number of
motifs in a motif module varying from 3 to 8. We then
generate a sequence set for each motif module, and ran-
domly inserted instances of each motif in the motif module
into a 200-bp window in each sequence. The sequence sets
are produced completely randomly with the same nucleo-
tide frequency as the developmental sequences we used.
The number of the sequences for one motif module
varies between 15 and 30, and the length of each sequence
is 1 kb. We then mix the sequences for every motif module
together as our test dataset. Totally, our test dataset
includes implanted instances of 51 distinct motifs and
202 1-kb long sequences (Table 2). Taking the 202
sequences and 522 vertebrate motifs as input, we then
compare our method with other methods. The default
parameters are used for all methods.

MOPAT predicted 43 motif modules and 633 CRMs,
which totally include 61 distinct motifs (42 of them are
true positives). The number of distinct motifs in CRMs
is four on average, with three as the minimum and eight as
the maximum (Table 3). Cbust predicted 190 CRMs,
which totally include 515 distinct motifs and 51 of them
are true positive. The number of distinct motifs in CRMs
is 94 on average, with 17 as the minimum and 249 as the
maximum. Thus, the result of Cbust includes many false
positives. For Compel, 61 distinct motifs are predicted and
10 of them are true. The number of distinct motifs in a
CRM is 8.5 on average, with 5 as the minimum and 13 as
the maximum.

We further judge whether MOPAT can predict true
motif modules and CRMs according to two criteria.
First, if the genes contain CRMs of a predicted motif

module are included in the group of genes containing
CRMs of one implanted motif module, we call the pre-
dicted motif module a true motif module. Second, if a
CRM contains exactly the same instances compared
with those in an implanted CRM, we call the predicted
CRM a true CRM. For MOPAT, all predicted motif mod-
ules satisfy the first criterion and 109 predicted CRMs
satisfy the second criterion (Table 3). Furthermore, for
the second criterion, if we allow to delete or to add at
most one instance to the predicted CRMs, 401 predicted
CRMs satisfy the second criteria. For Cbust and Compel,
none of predicted motif modules or CRMs satisfies the
first or the second criterion even we allow one mismatch.
Note that there are also false positives in MOPAT results.
This is because there are always a few new motifs occur-
ring frequently in random sequences, given a large number
of motifs input.
Given that Dire just accepts a list of input gene names

and does not accept the input of sequence sets and motif
sets, we have to try another way to compare it with
MOPAT. We mixed the 21 diabetes-metabolism related
genes in our example with other 200 mouse developmental
genes, and take these 221 gene names as input of Dire to
see what shared motifs can be found in the 21 genes output
from Dire. We found that no motif is shared by the
21 genes according to Dire. Even with the 21 diabetes
metabolism-related genes as input, Dire cannot identify
any motif shared by the 21 genes, which may be because
of the requirement that corresponding motif instances
must be aligned. Note that MOPAT identifies a motif
module shared by these 21 genes from the 5530 develop-
mental genes input.

DISCUSSION

We have developed a method to identify CRMs based on
a large set of known motifs deposited in Transfac. We
show that our predicted motif modules significantly over-
lap with the known interacting motif pairs. We also show
that the expression profiles of the genes containing CRMs
of the same motif modules correlate significantly better
than the genes in random gene sets do, which suggests
many predicted CRMs could be used to predict the gene
expression patterns.
Our method has utilized the observation that instances

of the motifs in the same motif module co-occur in

Table 3. Comparison between MOPAT and others

Method No. of motif
inserted

No. of motif
candidate

No. of CRMs
predicted (true)

No. of motifs
predicted (true)

No. of motifs
in CRM

MOPAT 51 522 633 (109 a, 401b) 60 (42) 4 (3 c, 8 d)
Cbust 51 522 190 (0,0) 515 (51) 94 (17, 249)
Compel 51 – 202 (0,0) 61 (10) 8.5 (5, 13)

aThe number of CRMs that match the implanted CRMs perfectly.
bThe number of CRMs that match the implanted CRMs with one mismatch.
cMinimum number of motifs in a CRM.
dMaximum number of motifs in CRM.
See text for the details.

Table 2. Ten groups of randomly generated CRMs and genes

Group No. of motifs No. of genes

1 3 16
2 3 24
3 4 15
4 4 29
5 5 26
6 5 17
7 6 25
8 6 17
9 7 17
10 8 16

Total 51 202
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many CRMs. This observation helps us to differentiate
‘true’ CRMs from the false ones, especially when the
number of candidate motifs is very large, which can be
shown from the comparisons between our method and
others that do not utilize this observation. This observa-
tion also helps us find gene sets with similar expression
pattern, which can be seen from the much higher correla-
tions of gene expression of the gene pairs containing
instances of a motif module.
Our method provides an option to identify CRMs with-

out multiple sequence alignments. Many current CRM
identification methods based on known motifs depend
on sequence alignment. They first align noncoding
sequences of orthologous genes to find conserved regions,
then search motif hits or CRMs in the conserved regions.
In most cases, it is valid. However, in some cases, it does
not work well. There are reports showing that many func-
tional elements in the human genome are seemingly
unconstrained across mammalian evolution (55). There-
fore, a reasonable way should be like this, it can utilize
ortholog information without multiple alignment, thus
can find conserved CRMs that cannot be aligned well in
multiple alignments. Our method provides such an option
to utilize the ortholog information. When extracting motif
pair information (step one), we can require the motif pairs
must occur in some or all its ortholog genes, which enable
the identification of the conserved CRMs that are shuffled
during the genome rearrangements.
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